INTRODUCTION
Many of the world's staple crop species harbor great genetic diversity, having diffused to diverse environments and adapted locally under human and natural selection (1) (2) (3) . The resulting diversity of crop landraces (that is, traditional varieties) is crucial to global food security, particularly for smallholder agriculture in Africa and Asia, where increasing temperature and more erratic precipitation due to climate change are major threats (4) . Crop landraces originating from stressful environments are a major source of adaptive traits for crop improvement efforts (5, 6) and are often targeted at the initial steps of molecular breeding (7) (8) (9) (10) . Genomics-assisted breeding tools are rapidly improving (11) , but accurate phenotyping in relevant field conditions remains a major limitation (12) , particularly in the highly variable, low-fertility, and low-input conditions that are common in smallholder production (13) . Thus, new strategies for germplasm screening and crop improvement are needed, especially for orphan food crops, which are less likely to see large-scale phenotyping efforts (14) .
Recent genomic studies in wild populations have demonstrated that genome-environment associations [that is, associations between singlenucleotide polymorphism (SNP) alleles and accessions' environment of origin] can be used to identify adaptive loci (15, 16) and predict phenotypic variation (17, 18) . However, genome-environment associations in crop landraces have been largely uncharacterized and have not been exploited for crop improvement. Breeders have identified potential stress-adapted landraces based on their environment of origin (known as ecogeographic strategies), but this approach is limited to georeferenced germplasm and then only for a single generation before crossing. If genome-environment associations reflect local adaptation, then these associations could be used to predict genetic differences in fitness and yield across particular environments, that is, genotype-by-environment interactions (G×E). Thus, genome-environment associations may be useful for dissecting the genomic basis of crop adaptation and enhancing marker-assisted crop improvement.
The C4 cereal crop sorghum (Sorghum bicolor [L.] Moench) provides an excellent system to investigate local adaptation to environment, having diffused to diverse agroecological zones in Africa and Asia hundreds to thousands of years ago (19) . Sorghum is a staple crop for about 500 million people and vital to smallholder farmer livelihoods in many areas that are too stressful for other major cereal crops (20) . Here, we leverage environmental, genomic, and phenotypic data in a diverse panel of sorghum to characterize the genomic basis of local adaptation and genotype-by-environment interactions in response to abiotic stress.
RESULTS
Genotyping-by-sequencing provides a worldwide map of genome-environment associations in sorghum Taking advantage of diversity found in global ex situ germplasm collections, we studied a diverse panel of 1943 georeferenced landrace accessions chosen to maximize geographic coverage. This panel includes 55 countries and all 12 of the tropical and temperate global agroecological zones ( Fig. 1 and table S1 ) (21) . In this large panel, we have highdensity sampling of regional subsets of botanical races, allowing us to study regional variation in genomic associations ( fig. S1 ). We used data on precipitation, temperature, soil, and length of growing season to characterize the environmental conditions and growing season length for each landrace in its site of origin (Supplementary Materials, section 1.2). These landraces originate from both temperate and tropical regions, and wet and dry climates. Many of these locations have short estimated growing seasons (<3 months), whereas many have favorable climate year round (Fig. 1 ). Estimated growing season was largely limited by precipitation in our panel, although in temperate locations, temperature also imposed limits.
We characterized genomic variation for these accessions at 404,627 SNPs using genotyping-by-sequencing (22, 23) and quantified allelic associations with environmental variables. The resulting data set was dominated by uncommon SNPs, with 23% having minor allele frequency (MAF) <0.01 and 65% of SNPs having MAF <0.1. We observed that many accessions that are similar based on genome-wide SNPs are often divergent in important environmental conditions, such as growing season length (Fig. 1B) . This suggests that genome-environment associations may have power to detect loci underlying local adaptation, because environment is not completely confounded with genome-wide similarity.
Genome-environment associations reflect local adaptation at Maturity1 and Tannin1
To assess whether genome-environment associations can be used to reveal evidence of local adaptation at a gene level, we first investigated two cloned natural variants in the Maturity1 and Tannin1 genes that were tagged in our SNP data. These variants control two of the most important agroclimatic traits in this crop: photoperiod sensitivity and grain tannins (24) . The first variant, in Maturity1, controls photoperiodsensitive flowering, a trait that is common in tropical latitudes but prevents flowering in temperate latitudes, and has thus been selected against in higher latitudes (25). Ma1 functionality (null allele comprising 8% of allele copies among landraces) was most strongly associated with the minimum temperature of the coldest month (Spearman's r = 0.24, P < 10
), with the null allele (photoperiod-insensitive) being most common in cold locations, as predicted on the basis of its adaptation to temperate latitudes.
The second variant, in Tannin1, controls the presence of tannin in the grain testa (26) (the ancestral state). Tannins provide grain mold resistance (27) and reduced preharvest sprouting (28) under humid conditions, but are selected against where possible because of their astringency (24) . We found that the tan1a SNP (29) (a null allele comprising 20% of allele copies) was strongly correlated with a number of bioclimatic gradients (table S4) . Foremost of these was mean temperature of the warmest quarter (Spearman's r = −0.28, P < 10
), where the derived, null allele is nearly as common as the functional (ancestral) allele for temperatures >32°C. These findings suggest that the allelic distribution at Tannin1 is shaped by geographical gradients in human and natural selection. In cool, wet climates that favor mold and preharvest sprouting, natural selection may favor tannins. However, in hot, dry climates, the null allele is conditionally neutral with respect to natural selection (30) , so human selection against tannins may dominate.
After accounting for genome-wide similarity among accessions using the mixed-model EMMA (31) , associations between the SNPs at Tannin1 and Maturity1 and climate variables became much weaker and mostly nonsignificant (table S5) , consistent with the strong relationship between kinship and allelic state at Tannin1 (Spearman's r for the first three eigenvectors of kinship matrix = −0.13, 0.55, and 0.24) and Maturity1 (Spearman's r for the first three eigenvectors of kinship matrix = −0.12, −0.11, and −0.32). These results highlight that controlling for population structure may limit power to detect true environmentally adaptive polymorphisms that are collinear with population structure (32) . If local adaptation to similar conditions in different parts of a species' range occurs via convergent adaptation that generates similar phenotypes, then global genetic-environment associations may have little power to identify causal loci. Additionally, the confounding of population structure with environmental gradients might be reduced through a regional association approach. Thus, we also tested climate associations at Maturity1 and Tannin1 within each of four geographic regions where we had dense sampling of landraces: West Africa, East Africa, southern Africa, and South Asia. We found that within South Asia, where the null Tannin1 allele is most common, variation at Tannin1 was significantly and most strongly associated with growing season length, when accounting for population structure (EMMA, P = 0.0040, Fig. 2 ). The strongest associations for Maturity1 were found in southern Africa, where absolute latitude showed the strongest correlation (Spearman's rank correlation, P < 10
, Fig. 2 ). However, this was not significant after accounting for population structure (EMMA, P = 0.3831), which is expected for a causal allele that is correlated with population structure (32) . Fig. 2 . Distribution of Tannin1 (top panels) and Maturity1 (bottom panels) alleles (represented by red/purple/blue) across space and along environmental gradients. Gray boxes indicate regional subsets where the locus showed the strongest association with environment: Tannin1 was most strongly associated with growing season length in South Asia, and Maturity1 was most strongly associated with absolute latitude in southern Africa. The T allele at position 61667908 on chromosome 4 corresponds to the null Tannin1 allele, whereas the T allele at position 40286721 on chromosome 6 corresponds to the null Maturity1 allele.
and allelic state (33) because of local selection for new favored variants or against deleterious variants. Here, we quantified these correlations using redundancy analysis (RDA), a form of eigenanalysis (34) that explains linear combinations of SNPs using linear combinations of geographic variables, such that SNP variation explained is maximized (35) (36) (37) (Fig. 3A) . Overall, we found that 31% of total SNP variation among accessions can be explained by environmental variation ( fig. S6 ), but that much of the environmentally correlated SNP variation was collinear with geographic spatial structure (23% of the total SNP variation). Thus, it is unclear how much environmentally structured SNP variation in sorghum is due to local adaptation versus dispersal limitation and isolation-by-distance.
The greatest genomic differentiation along spatially structured environmental gradients occurred in West Africa and South Asia, potentially reflecting the rapid diffusion of genotypes to appropriate locations along shallow (that is, highly spatially autocorrelated) environmental gradients (Fig. 3B) . By contrast, less genomic variation was explained by geography in East Africa, the center of sorghum domestication, potentially reflecting the accumulation of local diversity over time and more recombination events breaking linkage between adaptive and neighboring loci. Nevertheless, environmental structure in genomic variation among sorghum landraces is high in comparison to Arabidopsis (Supplementary Materials, section 2.1). Consistent with the hypothesis that genome-environment associations reflect adaptation (17, 37), we observed that amino acid changing (that is, nonsynonymous) SNPs exhibited greater environmental structure compared with the average SNP (Fig. 3C ). These enrichments were small (~1 to 2%) but were highly significant and on the same order as what has been found in Arabidopsis (17) .
Models derived from environment-associated SNPs can predict phenotypes If environment-associated SNPs reflect adaptations to environmental gradients, then genotypic information at those SNPs should be predictive of phenotypic variation in traits related to environmental adaptation. We tested this hypothesis by growing two diverse panels of sorghum accessions in common garden experiments with treatments of well-watered and water-limited conditions. In Austin, United States (2013 growing season), we simulated drought throughout the growing season (figs. S2 to S4), whereas in Hyderabad, India (2010-2011 and 2011-2012 growing seasons), we simulated a terminal drought ( fig. S5 ). Our panels consisted of diverse landraces in addition to improved varieties not in the georeferenced panel of 1943 landraces. Notably, many (191 of 342 in Austin and 110 of 242 in Hyderabad) accessions did not have environment-of-origin information that could be used directly to predict phenotype, either because the collection site was not recorded or because they represent admixed breeding lines, which have no single environment of origin.
To predict phenotypes using genotype and environmental data, we developed an approach that integrates genomic selection (GS) (11) and ecogeographic germplasm analysis (38) . In marker-assisted selection (MAS) and GS, genotype to phenotype models are fit and then used to predict phenotype on new individuals using marker data (11) . Here, we used the 1943 georeferenced landraces and first fit models for environmental associations with allelic state at individual SNPs (31) . To generate a relative phenotypic prediction for a given accession, we used its allelic state at the SNPs with the strongest associations with landrace environmental conditions, filtered to SNPs with relatively low linkage disequilibrium (LD) to avoid making redundant predictions (17) , and summed parameter estimates for the corresponding SNP-environment models. We generated a second set of phenotypic predictions based on environmental associations with estimated genome-wide kinship (39) . Environment associations with kinship may result when local adaptation is driven by many loci of small effect, or when large effect variants underlying local adaptation are collinear with population structure (see Maturity1 and Tannin1 above).
We asked whether SNP associations with climate variables related to abiotic stress (annual aridity, growing season length, growing season aridity, precipitation seasonality, precipitation of the warmest quarter, and temperature seasonality) could be used to predict yield component phenotypes (biomass and grain yield) averaged across well-watered and drought treatments. Performance averaged across environments may be relevant to identifying genotypes that are high-yielding despite the spatiotemporal environmental heterogeneity common in the field. Environmental associations were good predictors of average phenotypes. For example, per-plant biomass for each accession averaged across treatments in Austin was best predicted by SNPs with the strongest associations with aridity, where genotypes with more alleles associated with arid environments exhibited higher biomass (top 5000 SNPs before filtering for LD, Pearson's r = 0.33, P = 4.6 × 10
, fig. S7 ). Perplant grain weight averaged across wet and drought treatments in Hyderabad was best predicted by SNP associations with growing season aridity, with genotypes having more alleles associated with more arid environments exhibiting higher grain weight (top 10,000 SNPs before filtering for LD + kinship, Pearson's r = 0.31, P = 6.1 × 10
, fig. S8 ).
Environment-associated SNPs predict genotype-by-environment interactions
Characterizing genotype-by-environment interactions (G×E) presents a major challenge in crop improvement. Breeders often seek to minimize G×E (that is, increase yield stability) or at least ensure that G×E are favorable for the target population of environments (6, 40, 41) . Because the environmental variables we studied are related to abiotic stress, we next asked whether SNP-environment associations could predict G×E. We studied phenotypic differences in yield components across wellwatered and drought treatments, differences that may play a role in adaptation to local moisture conditions. We found that accession change in panicle (that is, seed head) weight from well-watered to drought treatments in Hyderabad was best predicted by SNPs with the strongest associations with growing season length (top 100 SNPs before filtering for LD + kinship). Accessions with alleles associated with long growing seasons showed larger reductions in panicle weight from well-watered to drought treatments compared with accessions with alleles associated with short growing seasons (Pearson's r = 0.23, P = 0.0003, Fig. 4C ). Our results suggest that alleles selected for in short growing seasons may confer drought tolerance (for example, if locations with short growing season frequently experience drought) or drought escape via shorter time to maturity (6, 42) . (Note that to impose drought stress per se, we imposed stress by maturity classes in Hyderabad and used converted accessions with similar maturity in the Austin experiments.) Additionally, we found that accession change in harvest index (that is, grain yield/biomass) from well-watered to drought treatments in Austin was best predicted by SNPs with the strongest associations with precipitation in the warmest quarter (top 10,000 SNPs before filtering for LD). Accessions with alleles associated with wet warmest quarters tended to show large reductions in harvest index from well-watered to drought treatments, whereas accessions with alleles associated with dry warmest quarters often showed higher harvest index in drought than in wellwatered treatments (Pearson's r = 0.15, P = 0.018, Fig. 4F ). This finding may indicate that alleles selected for in drought-prone production environments promote a shift of resource allocation from vegetative biomass to grain production when drought is sensed, a phenomenon that has been observed in some sorghum hybrids (43) .
To test our approach along edaphic gradients (rather than climate gradients), we considered adaptation to aluminum toxicity in acid soils, an important constraint for sorghum production in tropical regions (8, 44) . We used SNP associations with soil conditions indicative of Fig. 4 . Genome-wide associations with environment (A, D, and G) used to predict change in phenotypes across treatments for breeding lines and landraces (circles in C, F, and I), and comparisons of predictions using different numbers of predictor SNPs (B, E, and H). The best prediction is shown for each trait in (C), (F), and (I). Note that phenotype data were not used in predictions. There were three experiments testing the effects of (i) drought treatment late in growing season in Hyderabad, India (A to C), (ii) drought treatment across growing season in Austin, United States (D to F), and (iii) aluminum toxicity in the laboratory (G to I). Horizontal dashed lines (A, D, and G) show P value thresholds delineating the nested subsets of SNPs with the strongest associations to environment tested in (B), (E), and (H). The solid horizontal line (A, D, and G) shows the set of SNPs giving the best predictions (C, F, and I; r = Pearson's correlation coefficient). In (C) and (I), the best model combined the subset of SNPs indicated and genome-wide SNP similarity ("kinship"). SE bars (B, E, and H) were generated using nonparametric bootstraps of sampled accessions. Predictions were standardized to z scores (x axes of C, F, and I). Drought treatment data were generated here; aluminum toxicity response data are from (44) . Because of skew in the data, the y axes in (F) and (I) are shown as proportions with log scaling. aluminum toxicity to predict phenotypic variation in a published experiment on variation in root response to soil aluminum toxicity in a diverse sorghum panel (44) . We found that accessions carrying more alleles associated with high pH soils (that is, where Al cat ions are insoluble) had greater reductions in root growth rate when grown in aluminum toxicity treatments than accessions with alleles associated with low soil pH (that is, where Al cations are unbound and free). The best model combined the predictions based on soil pH with the top 1000 SNPs (before LD filtering) and kinship (Pearson's r = 0.29, P = 0.0002, Fig. 4I ).
Associations provide insight on genetic architecture of environmental adaptation As in any marker-assisted selection (MAS) approach, the relationship between predictive ability and the number of loci used in predictions may reflect variation in the genetic architecture of traits (45) . Note that the individual SNPs we used for predictions were thinned for LD and that environmental association models accounted for kinship, meaning that predictor SNPs represented relatively independent axes of genetic variation. Here, traits like average flowering time and biomass across treatments were best predicted by models including predictions based on environmental associations with 5000 SNPs, 10,000 SNPs, or all SNPs (that is, the kinship matrix), whereas models using small numbers of SNPs (for example, 100) had lower predictive ability (figs. S7 and S9). By contrast, response to aluminum toxicity was well predicted by associations between soil pH and small numbers of SNPs (for example, 100 SNP model: r = 0.20), suggesting the presence of more SNPs of large effect in comparison to average biomass and change in harvest index. Nevertheless, response to aluminum toxicity was also well predicted by kinship estimated from all SNPs, suggesting that loci of small effect also play an important role.
We next asked whether our identified putative signals of local adaptation (that is, genome-environment associations) overlap with genomic regions putatively under selection during domestication and subsequent landrace evolution. We used 682 candidate 10-kb regions (some of which were contiguous) identified by Mace et al. (46) that showed elevated differentiation between wild or weedy accessions and landraces, had low nucleotide diversity, and had highly skewed allele frequency spectra. These regions showed a significant enrichment with SNPs associated with precipitation of the warmest quarter (5th percentile of P values for SNP associations in candidate SNPs = 0.027, two-tailed permutation test z = −2.28, P = 0.0194). This enrichment in candidate regions for selection suggests that local adaptation to precipitation has played an important role in sorghum evolution. However, candidate regions (46) did not show enrichment for associations with growing season length (5th percentile of P values for SNP associations in candidate SNPs = 0.043, two-tailed permutation test z = −0.24, P = 0.8232) or topsoil pH (5th percentile of P values for SNP associations in candidate SNPs = 0.054, two-tailed permutation test z = 0.83, P = 0.39).
Combined environment and phenotype associations reveal putative adaptive loci If much of the trait variation we observed is locally adapted to environmental stressors, variation at causal loci may be associated with both environmental conditions and phenotypes. Thus, SNP-environment and SNP-phenotype associations may carry complementary information that can be leveraged to identify loci underlying adaptive trait variation. To do so, we first tested SNP associations with phenotypic variables using the linear mixed model that accounts for kinship (EMMA) (31) . We then used the strength of environmental associations for each SNP to develop a prior probability of association with phenotype for each SNP (47) . Each SNP's prior for the phenotype GWAS was equal to the −log(P) for the SNP's association with the relevant environmental variable, scaled so that priors across SNPs summed to one. This prior was combined with the likelihood from the linear mixed model to generate an approximate posterior probability of association (APPA), following published methods (47) (48) (49) . We used SNP associations with log precipitation in the warmest quarter as priors for SNP associations with harvest index plasticity in the U.S. experiment, SNP associations with growing season length as priors for SNP associations with panicle weight plasticity in the India experiment, and SNP associations with topsoil pH as priors for SNP associations with relative net root growth under Al toxicity in the experiment (44) (that is, the best phenotype predictors shown in Fig. 4) .
We found a number of SNPs near genes of interest that were not among the strongest in phenotype associations (for example, in the top 100 SNPs) but were strongly associated with environmental associations and thus had high APPA (that is, posterior; tables S19 to S21). For example, S3_8974849 was ranked 302 among SNPs associated with harvest index plasticity (EMMA, P = 0.00108) but was also associated with precipitation of the warmest quarter (P = 0.00356) and, as a result, was the 58th ranked SNP by APPA for association with harvest index plasticity (table S19 and fig. S11 ). About 20 kb away is a NAC protein (Sb03g008470, similar to NAM-related protein 1) that is a putative co-ortholog of Arabidopsis genes ORE1 and ORS1, which are senescence-regulating transcription factors (50, 51) . Related NAM/NAC genes are involved in yield under drought in rice (52) and senescence and grain fill in wheat (53) .
Additionally, S10_58358066 was ranked 226 among SNPs associated with relative net root growth (EMMA, P = 0.00009) but was also associated with topsoil pH (P = 0.00869) and, as a result, was the 39th ranked SNP by APPA (table S20 and fig. S13 ). This SNP was found within the xyloglucan endotransglycosylase (XET) Sb10g028550. Several XETs in Arabidopsis are involved in Al tolerance (54) , including one XTH17 that is 63% similar to this gene (the putative ortholog is 72% similar). Additionally, S10_58358066 is 20 kb (two genes away) from the candidate Sb10g028530, which is the putative ortholog of STAR1. Similarly, S3_45597499 was ranked 360 among SNPs associated with relative net root growth (EMMA, P = 0.00016) but was also associated with topsoil pH (P = 0.00084) and, as a result, was the 41st ranked SNP by APPA for association with relative net root growth. About 80 kb away is the candidate gene Sb03g022890, which is a paralog of the STAR1, which encodes part of an ABC (adenosine triphosphate-binding cassette) transporter conferring aluminum tolerance. S3_45597499 was also very close (~20 kb distant, two genes away) to a pectin methylesterase, which are involved in Al exclusion in rice (55) .
Of additional note were the top SNPs associated with panicle weight plasticity. In particular, two nearby SNPs (S10_59797069 and S10_59797088) had the strongest associations with panicle weight plasticity, before (both EMMA P = 3.2 × 10 −8
) and after including SNP associations with growing season length as a prior (although the SNPs were not associated with growing season length, both EMMA P > 0.4, fig. S12 ). The two closest genes to these SNPs were a small auxin upregulated RNA (7.5 kb away, Sb10g030050) and a calcium-dependent protein kinase (CDPK, 19 kb away, Sb10g030040), which is a homolog of the ZmCPK4 gene in maize that up-regulated ABA signaling and increased drought tolerance in transgenic Arabidopsis (56).
DISCUSSION
Predicting how individual organisms respond to a given set of environmental conditions is a shared challenge of agriculture, natural resources management, ecology, and evolutionary biology. Given the availability of de novo genotyping-by-sequencing, the approach we demonstrate can be applied in any species where local adaptation is prevalent and georeferenced genetic material is available. Thus, genome-environment associations have multiple potential applications. For example, selective breeding and managed gene flow may be applied to wild species to mitigate impacts of climate change (57, 58) . In crop improvement, genome-environment associations may be integrated with genome-phenotype associations in selection for climate resilience traits (11) , and in crop conservation, they may be integrated with ecogeographic germplasm identification strategies (38) . Although knowledge of local adaptation has long been important in crop improvement (5, 6), here we provide a formalization and extension of this knowledge; genome-environment associations have not been previously leveraged to predict G×E. Models based on genome-environment associations may be used for any genotyped accession (for example, accessions of unknown origin and breeding lines) and integrated with phenotyping-based approaches to uncover the molecular basis of environmental adaptation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data
Genotype data. Landraces were chosen to maximize geographic coverage. Landrace seeds were obtained from the NPGS-GRIN or ICRISAT gene banks. Seeds were grown at Cornell University, United States (NPGS-GRIN accessions), or at ICRISAT, India (ICRISAT accessions), and seedling tissue was used for DNA extraction. DNA preparation and genotyping-by-sequencing were carried out as described in (23) . SNP calls were made using the TASSEL GBS pipeline version 3.0 (59) using the Sorghum bicolor genome v1.4 from Phytozome as a reference (60, 61) and BWA as the alignment algorithm (62) . The GBS approach produces a large fraction of missing genotypes, so most missing genotypes were imputed on the basis of nearest neighbor searches using Viterbi algorithm in TASSEL version 4.0 (MinorWindowViterbiImputationPlugin) (http://tassel.bitbucket. org/TasselArchived.html).
Environmental data. Climate data: For each accession with a known collection location, we compiled data for multiple environmental parameters (37) . All data were global, covering the period of the later 20th century, and publicly available (see Supplementary Materials, section 1.2). Although global environmental data sets are imperfect representations of the conditions at any given site, these data represent the best available high spatial or temporal resolution data for characterizing global environments.
The first climate data set, WorldClim (63), contained altitude and long-term averages of precipitation and mean monthly minimum, mean, and maximum temperatures. WorldClim additionally contains variables putatively of biological importance, derived from the monthly averages. We also included monthly and annual average potential evapotranspiration (PET), and a measure of aridity (mean annual precipitation divided by mean annual PET) derived from WorldClim data [data from Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research Consortium for Spatial Information (CGIAR-CSI) Global-Aridity database] (64). We obtained estimates of vapor pressure deficit using Climate Research Unit (CRU) data (65) . The WorldClim (63) and CRU (65) authors estimated altitude and long-term averages of climate variables.
We used NCEP reanalysis data to estimate interannual variability in precipitation (data provided by the National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration/Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research/Earth System Research Laboratory Physical Sciences Division, http://esrl. noaa.gov/psd/) (66) . We extracted the monthly surface precipitation rate and then calculated each calendar month's coefficient of variation (CV) across years. We used an additional data set to estimate photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) (data available at https://eosweb. larc.nasa.gov/project/srb/srb_table). We took SRB data and calculated average quarterly PAR across the years 1983 to 2007.
Edaphic data: Water availability to plants is a function of both precipitation inputs and edaphic conditions. Thus, we included multiple data sets related to soil moisture. First, we used a global data set of estimated plant extractable water capacity of soil (67) . Second, we used a global model of depth to water table, which represents potential groundwater availability to plants and is a strong predictor of wetlands (68) . In addition to moisture stress, aluminum toxicity represents a major environmental stressor to tropical crops (69) . We used a global aluminum soil toxicity data set (69) . A major predictor of aluminum soil toxicity is soil pH; thus, we also used an additional higher-resolution data set on global soil pH (70) .
Predicted growing seasons: We used long-term average data on monthly mean precipitation and temperature (63) , monthly PET data (64) , and local soil moisture capacity (67) to develop potential growing season windows for each accession. To determine when moisture permitted growing seasons, we followed Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) criteria for rough growing season determination for dryland crops (http://fao.org/nr/climpag/cropfor/ lgp_en.asp; http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/metadata.show? id=73; see Supplementary Materials, section 1.2.3). Additionally, monthly mean temperature was required to be at least 15°C to begin the growing season, a criterion that was only important for sorghum grown in northern China. Temperature restrictions were placed on the end of growing seasons such that months where average minimum temperatures were less than 0°C were not part of the growing season, because sorghum performs poorly in cold conditions.
Phenotype data. Genetic material and experimental design: The diverse association panel consisted primarily of accessions from the U.S. Sorghum Association Panel (71) (table S2) with some accessions removed (for example, broomcorns) to avoid rare phenotypic covariates. From the accessions genotyped previously (23) and the landraces genotyped here, we chose accessions for the panel as those likely to be short statured, from diverse locations and botanical races, and for which we currently had seed stocks. Additionally, we selected lines of historical importance in sorghum breeding, such as Redland, Wheatland, and BTx623. Of the 408 accessions we planted, 344 accessions had at least some individuals survive, flower, and were in our SNP data. These 344 were used in phenotypic predictions (see below).
Planting and irrigation treatments: Plants were sown and maintained in the greenhouse until 12 May 2013. Plants were transplanted into the field by hand on 13 to 14 May. Differential irrigation was imposed by altering the run time of the irrigation drip tape to impose a persistent and progressive terminal drought in the stressed beds relative to the well-watered beds. Irrigation was applied at a ratio of 3:1 wet/dry by pulses that differed in both frequency and magnitude. Irrigation was triggered by evaluation of plant status with the goal of maintaining optimal growth for the well-watered treatment plants and preventing total crop failure of the drought stress plants.
Phenotype measurements: To examine genetic variation in phenotype plasticity under drought versus well-watered conditions, we measured days to flowering, plant height, chlorophyll content [via approximation by Soil-Plant Analysis Development (SPAD)], tiller number, above ground biomass, and grain mass (see Supplementary Materials, section 1.3.1). Days to flowering was scored as the number of days from emergence to the day when 50% of the florets on the head of the primary tiller had undergone anthesis. Plant height was assessed from the soil surface to the tip of the tallest panicle after anthesis. For genotypes that had not undergone panicle emergence at the time of harvest, height was assessed from the soil surface to the tip of the flag leaf of the tallest tiller. Aboveground biomass was determined by harvesting and drying plant material in paper bags (whole plants and panicles separately) at 50°C for 10 days and then weighing. Grain was threshed by hand.
Drought experiment in India: Two hundred forty-two germplasm accessions of the sorghum mini core collection (72) The seeds were sown at uniform depth, with standard agronomic and plant protection practices for sorghum. The irrigated environments received five irrigations (each time receiving about 7 cm of water). To impose drought at consistent phenological stages, we imposed drought at different stages depending on maturity group. Drought treatment plants received one to four irrigations (based on maturity groups) before the imposition of drought stress when the irrigation was stopped at 25 days in group 1, 37 days in group 2, 47 days in group 3, 57 days in group 4, and 66 days in group 5. Data were recorded on days to 50% flowering, plant height (cm), grain yield (g plant ), and SPAD chlorophyll meter (SPAD-502, Minolta Corp.) reading (SPAD I) at 50% flowering and 30 days after flowering (SPAD II).
Aluminum toxicity experiment: We used published data on relative root growth under aluminum containing versus control media (44) . We summarize their methods here. The authors' panel included both landraces and breeding lines. Of their 167 accessions that we genotyped, 78 were in our georeferenced landrace panel. After 4 days of germination, seedlings were transferred to hydroponic growth chambers with a low pH (4.0) solution. After a day of acclimation, they were then exposed to a control solution or a solution with aluminum ions. The authors then measured net root growth (compared to root length at beginning of treatment) at 3 and 5 days after the treatment and calculated relative net root growth by dividing control net root growth by treatment for each time step. We took the average of relative net root growth at 3 and 5 days as our measure of accession response to aluminum toxicity (used in analyses below).
SNP-environment associations
Environmental associations for cloned natural variant Tannin1 and Maturity1. SNP S6_40286721 in our data set corresponds to the previously described K162N nonsynonymous polymorphism in the conserved pseudoresponse regulator domain of SbPRR37 (Maturity1) found in the Sbprr37-2 and Sbprr37-3 loss-of-function alleles (25) . SNP S4_61667908 in our data set corresponds to the previously described synonymous polymorphism that is 218 base pairs upstream of the causative indel in Tannin1 and in perfect LD with the causative indel in a global sorghum diversity panel (n = 161) (26, 29) .
Partitioning sorghum SNP variation. We sought to gain a broad perspective of the relationship between geography, environment, and genomic variation among landraces. Thus, we calculated the proportion of genome-wide SNP variation among accessions that could be explained by (i) global environmental gradients, (ii) geographic distance among accessions, and (iii) spatially structured environmental gradients [collinear portion of (i) and (ii)] (37). We used variance partitioning of RDA (34, 36) , an eigenanalysis ordination that allows one to assess the explanatory power of multivariate predictors (environmental and geographical variables) for multivariate responses (SNPs). Because our sample of landraces drew heavily from Africa and South Asia, we did not include spatial outlier landraces from the Americas, China, and Southeast Asia/Oceania, which could heavily influence spatial patterns in SNP variation.
To understand regional variation in genome-environment associations, we also conducted variance partitioning on four subsets of accessions: (i) West Africa, defined as accessions west of 21°E and north of the equator; (ii) southern Africa, defined as accessions south of the equator (excluding a lone accession from the Congo River delta); (iii) East Africa, defined as accessions east of 21°E and north of the equator; and (iv) South Asia, defined as accessions between 60°E and 100°E.
We modeled spatial structure among accessions using principal components of neighborhood matrices (PCNMs) (35, 73) . We calculated PCNM following (35) . We calculated a distance matrix between accession locations of origin using great-circle distances calculated for the Vincenty Ellipsoid in the R "geosphere" package (74) . We truncated the distance matrix at a threshold equal to the minimum distance required to form a minimum spanning tree, with distances greater than the threshold reassigned to four times the threshold. This threshold was chosen because it balances our ability to resolve fine and coarse-scale spatial structure (35) . Finally, we calculated eigenvectors of the distance matrix, known as PCNM, to use as predictors of SNP variation. We kept only eigenvectors with positive eigenvalues. Additionally, we kept only as many eigenvectors as there were environmental variables in analyses.
For variance partitioning on all African and Eurasian landraces combined, we used all environmental variables (115 in total) described above in the "Environmental data" section, in addition to growing season length (in units of months). However, because regional variance partitioning was on asmaller number of accessions, we used a smaller number of variables (subset of 31), including only altitude, WorldClim-derived bioclimatic variables ("BioClim"), Aridity Index, PAR, edaphic, and growing season length variables.
Our purpose in Fig. 3A was to illustrate the basics of RDA and environmental structure in our SNP data. However, a single RDA requires no missing SNP data; thus, we chose the 871 SNPs that had missing calls for 15 or fewer accessions, and then culled any accession with missing SNP data, leaving 1133 accessions. We included altitude, Aridity Index, WorldClim-derived bioclimatic variables (BioClim), edaphic, and growing season length variables in the RDA used for Fig. 3A .
Because variance partitioning requires complete data sets, we analyzed repeated subsets of the accession by SNP data. We started by focusing on the 10% of SNPs with the fewest missing accession calls. Next, we selected 100 random SNPs, removed any accessions with missing data, and conducted variance partitioning. We then repeated this process, resampling 100 SNPs 10,000 times. Note that regions differed in the spatial distribution of samples. To control for effects of spatial distribution in regional comparisons, each time we resampled SNPs, we also took a subset of accessions, randomly sampling one accession from each degree cell.
From each of the 10,000 resampled SNP sets, we calculated the portion of SNP variance explained by environmental variables, by spatial variables, and by their collinear portion. We then took the means of these values from the 10,000 resamples to estimate how much genome-wide SNP variation was explained by environmental and spatial variables.
Enrichment of SNP variation explained by climate in nonsynonymous SNPs. We tested whether three classes of SNPs differed from genome-wide expectations in terms of the portion of their variation explained by environment. SNPs were classified as nonsynonymous, synonymous, or intergenic. We generated a null expectation for the proportion of SNP variation explained by environment in each class using a permutation approach (37) . For the observed statistic, we calculated how much variation in SNPs in each category was explained by environment, and environment independent of spatial variables (PCNM), selecting 100 SNPs from each category in the top 10% coverage SNPs and resampling 1000 times as described above for the previous analysis. To generate null distributions, we permuted SNP classifications along the genome by a random distance 1000 times, maintaining the order of SNP classifications. For each of the 1000 permutations, we then calculated proportion of variation in each SNP category explained by environment using the same resampling procedure used to calculate the observed.
Environmental associations with individual SNPs. We used the GAPIT implementation of a mixed linear association model (EM-MA) (31) to test for associations between SNP alleles and climate of origin while controlling for genome-wide accession similarity (putative kinship). A kinship matrix was calculated following the method of (31) for genotype data with missing allele calls. For each environmental variable, we tested the null hypothesis that the environment of origin of the two alleles was equal (18, 75) . Alleles were coded as numeric values such that homozygotes were 0 or 2 and heterozygotes were 1. To speed computation, missing allele calls were imputed as the average allele.
Predicting phenotypes based on environmental associations
We tested whether models based on SNPs associations with environment could predict genetic variation in (i) average phenotype across relatively benign and stressful environments and (ii) phenotypic change from relatively benign to stressful environments. We used two common approaches to predicting genotypic breeding value: MAS and genomic selection (GS). However, previous applications of MAS and GS have fit genotype-phenotype models and used them to predict phenotype. Here, we fit genotype-environment models and used them to predict phenotype. MAS uses a subset of strong marker associations with phenotype to predict phenotype of genotypes with unknown phenotype. GS uses associations between all markers and phenotype to predict phenotypes of genotypes with unknown phenotype. MAS is likely more accurate for oligogenic traits, whereas GS is likely more accurate for polygenic traits. A drawback to MAS is that it tends to overpredict phenotypes (that is, is biased) because effects of quantitative trait loci (QTL) are estimated independently of each other (45, 76) . Furthermore, we developed a hybrid prediction model using combined information from both a subset of the strongest marker associations (MAS) and the genomic average association (GS).
Because this was our first attempt to implement predictions based on environmental associations, we used a relatively simple approach for MAS models. We started with the n SNPs with the lowest P values in mixed-model associations with a given environmental variable. We then selected a subset of those n SNPs, using the following criteria. We started with the lowest P value SNP and then sequentially added SNPs to the selected subset if the following SNPs (i) had allelic variation that was not correlated with any SNP already in the subset at r = 0.75 or greater (Spearman's rank correlation) and (ii) at least five georeferenced landraces had the minor allele. The first criterion was used to avoid overestimating responses because of redundancy among SNPs. The second criterion was used to avoid including very rare alleles unlikely to predict variation in separate genotype panels. After implementing this procedure, typically 50 to 60% of the n original SNPs were selected for the predictive MAS model. To generate predictions for a given accession, the accession's allelic state at each SNP in the model (coded as numeric where homozygotes were 0 or 2 and heterozygotes were 1) was multiplied by the corresponding estimated allelic effect (slope) from the environmental association model. Because SNP calls were often missing for a given accession, we took the average of the allelic state × allelic effect across SNPs in the model for each accession to get the total prediction for each accession. We tested predictions using six values of n: 100, 250, 500, 1000, 5000, and 10,000. These predictions, based on environment-SNP associations, were then compared to phenotypes that we hypothesized were locally adaptive along the environmental gradient (see below).
For GS models, we used a kinship matrix among accessions combined with environmental conditions to calculate genomic best linear unbiased predictors (gBLUP) using the "rrBLUP" package in R (39, 77) . In this model, environment of origin was the response variable in a mixed model where genotype random effects had a correlation structure imposed by a kinship matrix among genotypes. The kinship matrix was constructed following (77) . This model is analogous to the environmental association mixed model (described above) omitting any individual SNP effects. The model was fit using georeferenced landraces (as in the environmental association analyses described above). This model was then used to predict environment for a given genotype with known kinship relative to genotypes in the georeferenced set, using the "kin. blup" function in "rrBLUP" (39) .
If phenotypes are affected by both many loci of small effect and a few loci of large effect, a combination of marker and kinship-based predictions may be most accurate. Thus, we tested additional predictions by combining MAS and GS predictions described in the previous two paragraphs. For each environmental variable tested, we calculated z scores of marker predictions and z scores of kinship predictions and then took the average of the two predictions for each genotype. Accession predictions based on genome-environment associations using each approach are given in tables S6 to S9.
For SPAD/chlorophyll, grain, panicle, harvest index, biomass, and height phenotypes from the two drought experiments, we tested predictions generated from associations with Aridity Index, growing season length, precipitation seasonality, precipitation of the warmest quarter, annual mean temperature, and temperature seasonality. Aridity Index as defined by (64) is greater in less arid environments. To make the interpretation more straightforward, we reversed the sign of predictions from Aridity Index such that larger predicted values correspond to more arid environments (that is, an intuitive interpretation of aridity).
For flowering time, we tested predictions based on SNP associations with temperature seasonality (for reference, flowering time correlations with drought-related predictions are also included in tables S10 and S11). The environmental variables with the best prediction of each phenotype are shown in figs. S7 to S10 (see also tables S10 to S12 for correlations of phenotypes with all predictive models). For reference, phenotype correlations with environment of origin for landraces in each panel with known origin are included in tables S13 to S15.
For aluminum tolerance, we tested whether predictions generated from associations with soil aluminum toxicity and soil pH were associated with the change in root growth rate in non-aluminum-stressed versus aluminum-toxic treatments. Growth rate data were taken from (44) at two time points. The average of control/aluminum toxic relative growth rates at the two time points was used as the phenotype of interest for each accession. The best predictions of change in growth under aluminum toxicity tended to come from associations with topsoil pH (Fig. 4I) . However, the single best predictive model of change in growth under aluminum toxicity came from associations with soil aluminum toxicity (based on kinship + 5000 SNP associations; r = −0.30, table S12). Because the best prediction from topsoil pH was nearly equivalent (based on kinship + 1000 SNP associations; r = 0.29), and topsoil pH predictions tended to be better across different prediction methods (table S12) , we show topsoil pH in Fig. 4 .
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